MCJHS Uniform Policy
All students must come to school wearing uniforms every day. Starting September15, students will be checked to
see if they are in proper uniforms. If students are not properly dressed, the following steps will be implemented:
First time: Students will receive a verbal warning.
Second time: Parents will be notified.
Third time: Students will be sent home.
Girls
Grades KG-2
 Navy blue dress
 White dress shirt (Full Sleeves)
 Navy blue or white pants.
 Navy blue or white tights.
 White hijab (without designs or sparkles)
 Navy blue, black, or white plain socks.
 Navy blue sweater or cardigan. (It must not
have any other colors on it or any designs. For
example, a navy blue sweater with red stripes
on the sleeves is not acceptable.)
 Navy blue hoodie (It must not have any other
colors on it, any designs, or elaborate logos.
For example, a navy blue hoodie with the logo
‘Aeropostale’ embroidered in big letters down
the sleeve, on the back, or over the chest is not
acceptable.)
 Black, white, or navy blue shoes.
*Shoes should not have any cartoons on them.
Shoes without laces are preferred.
 Girls are not allowed to wear jewelry, nail
polish, or make up to school.

Boys
KG-8


Navy Blue dress pants (They cannot wear
skinny or tight pants.)
 White DRESS shirt(Full Sleeves)
 Black, navy blue, or white plain socks
 Black, white, or navy blue shoes.
*Shoes should not have any cartoons or
elaborate designs on them.
 Navy Blue sweater, sweater vest, or cardigan.
(It must not have any other colors on it or any
designs. For example, a navy blue sweater with
red stripes on the sleeves is not acceptable.)
 Navy blue hoodie (It must not have any other
colors on it, any designs, or elaborate logos.
For example, a navy blue hoodie with the logo
‘Aeropostale’ embroidered in big letters down
the sleeve, on the back, or over the chest is not
acceptable.)

Grades 3-8
 Same as above except the following:
 They must wear navy blue jilbabs. The
jilbabs should not have any designs, thread
work, or sparkles on them.
 They must wear navy blue pants under
their jilbabs. (NO JEANS)
 They can wear shoes with laces. However,
they cannot wear shoes with heels.
 All students must come to school in a clean and ironed uniform every day. Students CANNOT wear the
hoods of their hoodie on their heads. If they are seen doing so, they will lose their privilege of wearing a
hoodie. On the day they have gym, students must wear sneakers.
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